1965 Ford Mustang GT - You are viewing a
1965 Ford Mustang Fastback GT. And yes, its a
factory 4 spd!! After performing a thorough
inspection and past inspections with
documentation, we believe this is a real GT. I
would describe this car not as a restored car, but
a car that has been preserved and maintained
its whole life. Has the A code 289 4 Brl motor
producing 225 HP. Motor was completely rebuilt
less than 500 miles ago. Color is the original X
code Vintage Burgundy with Black interior. Car
has an older paint job that still shines and looks amazing, but has a few minor cracks
and nicks. Body is Lasor straight with no issues. Interior looks amazing! All gauges work
except clock, including the Factory Tach. Has rare factory console option.
Undercarriage is unbelievably clean! A professionally done floor pan replacement on
driver side was done. All the rest of the undercarriage is original and still has original
oxide primer showing. Over the years as I mentioned parts were replaced or rebuilt as
needed. Vintage Ac was added many years ago. Was done properly using the original
switch and controls. When I purchased the car, the air was not blowing cold. I had the
AC system completely redone and updated. Replaced everything that needed to be
replaced. Now AC blows hard and ICE COLD!!!!! If you are interested in this car, I ask
that you please come see it in person and drive it. Yes I can describe the car but only
you can understand how unbelievable this car drives by driving it. I have a drive on lift in
my shop so you can walk under the car and all around this car to see just how nice it is.
Have many receipts showing work done. Also have many registrations showing that this
has been a west coast car its whole life. The gentleman that I purchased car from had
owned it for over 20 years. Not only is this highly collectable, but you can drive this
one. Get in and drive it anywhere!!!

